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$1. INTRODUCTION 
WE AIM to prove the following qualitative result: 
THEOREM 1.1. There are only a finite number of homotopy types to which the space 
of a Finite H-space of a given rank can belong. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a Finite H-space of rank k. Then there is an integer N(k) 
such that the dimension of X is less than N(k). 
Then 1.1 follows from a theorem of Curjel and Douglas ([8], but see also [2]). 
For certain classes of H-spaces the proof is not difficult, for example if X 
supports a strictly associative multiplication. Significant simplifications can be made if 
one assumes that H*(RX; Z) has no 2-torsion, where nX is the space of based loops 
on X. This would imply that QH”‘““(X) = 0 so in particular 2.6-2.10 could be omitted. 
If one makes the stronger assumption that H*(X; Z2) is primitively generated then the 
result follows easily from 5.1, 6.1 and the projective plane. Here we assume only that 
X is a Finite H-space, that is X is a connected based space of the homotopy type of a 
finite complex which supports a continuous multiplication with a two-sided homotopy 
unit. For a given X we take a fixed multiplication and use this to define a Hopf 
algebra structure on H*(X; Z2), the .Z2 = Z/22 cohomology ring of X. 
The plan of attack for proving 1.2 is as follows. 
In $2 we introduce some notation and show that it is enough to prove 1.2 for 
simply connected spaces. This and subsequent results depend on work of Browder 
and in particular his results on the biprimitive spectral sequence to be found in [6]. 
This section is concluded by assorted results needed later. 
93 is devoted to proving that the dimension of H*(X; Z,) as a vector space is 
bounded by a function of the rank of X. This result represents the first half of the 
proof and to obtain 1.2 it then remains to show that there is a bound on the number of 
consecutive cohomology groups equal to zero. 
In 44 the secondary cohomology operations of Zabrodsky are introduced and used 
to prove that if an indecomposable lies in dimension n then the number of ones in the 
binary expansion of n is bounded by a function of the rank. §S completes the 
preliminaries for the second half of the proof by examining the distribution of primitive 
indecomposables. 
The final section does not involve any advanced machinery and the only new 
elements are the projective plane and Adams’ decomposition of Sq2” for n z 4. 
However there are a good many technical details and we shall attempt to motivate 
these in the course of the proof. 
92. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We write H* for H*(X; Z,), H’ for H’(X; Z2) and H for the reduced cohomology 
fi*(X;Z& Now we define Qz= H*. . .H* (n+ 1) factors. Then QT is the 
indecomposable quotient QH*(X; Z2) usually denoted here by Q*. The i-th 
component of QT is written Q; and similarly Q’ represents the i-th component of 
Q* = QT. The Cartan formula implies that the Steenrod squares induce operations 
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Sq”: Q/ + a/+‘. The rank of X will always be denoted by k and the comultiplication 
(induced by the H-structure) on H* by I/L If p: H* + fi* is the natural projection and 
i: H* C H* is the inclusion we define the reduced comultiplication V: E?* + fI* @ fl* 
to be (p @ p)$i. To avoid multiple superscripts we shall sometimes write Q(i, j) for Q/ 
and Sq(i,, . . ., i4) for Sq’. . . Sq’r. 
As mentioned in the introduction we start the proof by showing that we may 
as-time X to be simply connected when proving 1.2. We write d(X; R) for the 
dimension of the highest non-zero cohomology group of X with coefficients in R. 
Firstly we note that d(X; Z,) = d(X; Q). This follows because passing to the 
biprimitive form does not alter the top dimension and neither does the operation of 
the biprimitive spectral sequence, as can be seen from examination of the homology 
of the elementary differential Hopf algebras. Suppose now that X is a covering space 
of X. Then we may take X to have a Finite H-space structure. If G is the fibre of 
7r: X +X we may replace X by a homotopically equivalent space (also denoted by 
X) which is a fibre space over K(G, 1) with fibre X and such that firstly the inclusion 
of X in X is homotopic to n and secondly that f: X + K(G, 1) is multiplicative 
(following[4]). Now we consider the Serre spectral sequence with rational coefficients 
in which 
E2P*q = HP@; Q) @ Hq(K(G, 1); Q). 
If G is finite then H*(K(G, 1); Q) = 0 so that Ez= E,= H*(X; Q) and so d(X; Q) = 
d(X; Q). On the other hand if G = Z then K(G, 1) = S’ and ET consists of two 
adjacent towers. Then all the differentials are zero and 
E, = H*(X; Q) @ H*(S’; Q), 
so that d(X; Q) = d(X; Q) + 1. As X is an H-space G = n,(X) is finitely generated 
abelian and so can be expressed as the direct sum of a finite group and a number of 
copies of Z. Thus 
d(X; Z,) = d(X; Z,) + dime (PI @ Q), 
where X is the universal covering Finite H-space. Moreover since each copy of Z 
adds one exterior generator to H*(X; Q) we may also conclude that 
dime (T,(X) @ Q) s rank X. So if d(X; Z,) is bounded as a function of k then so is 
d(X; Z,). Henceforth we assume that X is simply connected. We now present some 
results needed subsequently. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Borel): If A is a connected Hopf algebra over a perfect field K of 
characteristic p, the multiplication in A is commutative and associative and A is of 
finite type, then A is isomorphic as an algebra to a tensor product of algebras Ai where 
each Ai is a polynomial algebra on one generator, possibly truncated at height p’ for 
some j. 
Proof. See [3]. If we choose a generator for each Ai the resulting set is called a 
Bore1 basis for A. 
THEOREM 2.2. (Hubbuck and Kane). Sq*: Q4n-2+ Q4” is surjectiue for n 3 1. 
Proof: See [9]. 
The next two results are due to Browder. 
THEOREM 2.3. Sq’: Q’“” + Qodd is zero. 
Proof. See Theorem 4.5 of 161. 
THEOREM 2.4. r*(X) = 0. 
Proof. See Theorem 6.11 of [5]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (i) dim Q”” = k. (ii) dim Q4”-* < dim Q4n-3. (iii) dim Q4” s 
dim Q4n-3. (iv) dim Q’“” < 2k. 
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Proof. (i) is a consequence of the facts that the number of odd dimensional 
generators is conserved in passing to the biprimitive form and in taking the homology 
of the elementary differential Hopf algebras. For (ii) suppose that x E H4”-* is 
indecomposable. By Theorem 4.6 of [6] only elementary differential Hopf algebras of 
types I and III occur and so x is a permanent cycle. However the limit of the 
biprimitive spectral sequence contains no even dimensional indecomposables so x is 
in the image of a differential, say dy = x. As the homology of an elementary Hopf 
algebra of type I lies in a dimension =3 mod 4 it follows that y must arise from an 
indecomposable in H4n-3 proving (ii). Then (iii) follows from (ii) and 2.2 whereupon 
(iv) is an amalgamation of (i)-(iii). 
83. THE DIMENSION OF H* 
THEOREM 3.1. dimZ,H * G 25k2. 
We need to show that the height of any indecomposable element is bounded by 
an integer depending only on k for then 3.1 would follow from 2.5 (i) and (iv). This 
will be established for odd dimensional indecomposables in the next four lemmas. 
Firstly we may choose, by 2.1, a fixed Bore1 basis B for H*. Indecomposables will 
not be assumed to lie in B unless this is specifically stated. 
LEMMA 3.2. If x E H*“+’ is indecomposable and x2 # 0 in Q2 then Sq”‘x is in- 
decomposable. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise and write Sq’“x = Cy;Zi where dim yi is even and dim Zi 
is odd. From 2.3 
Sq’Sq*“X = X2 = ZyiSq’(Zi) 
in Q24n+Z. Apply the comultiplication: 
0 = x(yi @ Sq’Zi + Sq’Zi @ yi) 
in Q @ Q. As dim yi# dim Sq’zi since dim x2 = 2 mod 4, projection into x,,,<,, Q” @ Q” 
and application of the multiplication 4 gives 
ZyiSq’Zi = 0 in Qp+*. 
Therefore x2 = 0 in Qz4”+* contrary to hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3.3. (Sq”u)‘= Sq*“(u*) for u E H*(X). 
Proof. Apply the Cartan formula to the right hand side and the terms cancel out 
apart from the middle one. 
LEMMA 3.4. If x E HZ”+‘, x E B and x2’+ 0 where i z 1 then there is a y E H4n+’ 
such that y E B and yzi-’ F‘ 0. 
Proof. By 3.2 Sq’“x = Zyi + Zaibi where yi E B, dim ai is even and dim bi is odd. 
Then 
x2 = ZSq’yi + ZaiSq’b; in QZ 
SO that one of the yi, y say, is such that 
Sq’y = x2 + monomials containing other members of B. 
Then by 3.3 
Sq*‘-‘(y”-‘) = . . . = (Sq’y)“-’ = x2’ + monomials 
containing other members of BZ 0. Thus yzi-’ # 0 as required. 
LEMMA 3.5. If x E H*“+’ is indecomposable then x2’ = 0. 
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that x is a member of B. If 
x2’+ 0 then iterating 3.4 gives more than k odd dimensional indecomposables, 
contradicting 2.5 (i). 
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We consider next indecomposables lying in dimensions = 2 mod 4 whereupon 2.2 
will deal with the remaining case. We sometimes use subscripts to keep track of 
dimensions so that x, indicates that x E H”. 
LEMMA 3.6. If x E H4n+2 is indecomposable then either (i) Sq4”x4”+* is non-zero and 
indecomposable; or (ii) xi”,‘:, = 0 in Q3,2~_‘. 
Proof. Let xs,+2 = Sq4nx4n+2. Then from the Adem relations 
Sq2X*n+* = x:,+2 + Sq4n+‘Sq’X4”+*. 
Firstly by 2.3 S~‘X~~+~ is decomposable so that we may write 
Sq’X4n+2 = ZYizi 
where ri = dim yi is odd and si = dim zi is even. Then 
Sq 4”+‘Sq’X4n+2 = I$(yfSqsr2Zi + Zi2Sq”-‘yi + Sqri-‘yiSq’Sqsi-2Zi) 
using an Adem relation in the last term. So in QZ*“+’ the relations 
Sq 4n+‘Sq’x4n+* = 0 and Sq2xg,+2 = x:,+~ hold. 
If x&,+2 is decomposable then 
xgn+z = cyizj + ZUiVi 
where dim Uj and dim uj are odd, dim yi = 0 mod 4 and dim zi = 2 mod 4. Then by 2.2 
and 2.3 
So in Q28”+4 
Sq’(yi)Zi = Sq2Sq2(Wi)Zi = Sq3Sq’(Wi)Zi = 0 in Q2. 
Xi,+* = C(yiSq2Zi + Sq*(Uj)Vj + UjSq’(Vj) + Sq’UjSq’Vj). 
Apply the comultiplication and project into Z Q’“’ @J Q’“. We obtain 
rnfll 
0 = C(yi @ Sq2Zi + Sq*Zi @ yi + Sa’Uj @ Sq’Uj + Sq’Vj @ Sq’Uj). 
Now project into C Q2” @I Q2” and apply the multiplication. The conclusion is that 
in Q2 
??I<” 
CyiSq*Zi + XSq’(Uj)Sq’(Vj) = 0 
where the second summation is over all j such that dim Uj# dim ui. Thus 
X&+.2 = Z(Sq*(Uj)Vj + UjSq2(Vj)) + ZSq’(Uj)Sq’(Vj) 
where now the second summation is over all j for which dim Uj = dim vi = 4n + 1. By 
3.3 and 3.5 
(S9iUj)2k = (Sq$$)2k- = . . . = sqy = 0. 
It follows that in Q(2”‘(4n + 2), 3.2k - 1) 
X i”,‘:, = 0 giving (ii). 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that x E H4”+*, xEB, x*‘#O and iak+l. Then there is a 
y E HE”+* such that y E B and y*‘-’ # 0. 
Proof. By 3.6 Sq4”x = Xai + CyiZi + 8ujVj in Q2 where ai E B, dim Uj and dim Uj are 
odd, dim yi = 0 mod 4 and dim Zi = 2 mod 4. By.arguments similar to those in 3.6 
X2 = 2tSq’ai + X(UiSq*Uj + Sq’UiSq’Ui + Sq*Ui * Vi) + CyiSq*Zj 
in Q2. For dimensional reasons the only terms on the right hand side which can 
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contain an x2 term are Sq2ai and Sq’uiSq’vi. But if the latter were the case then 
SqlUi = x + monomials not involving x, so by 3.3 
0 = Sq2$$ = . . . = (Sq’ui)*’ = x2’ + monomials not involving x~,,+~ which is impossible. 
Hence for some y E B, 
Sq’y = x2 + monomials all involving other members of B. 
So Sq*‘y*‘-’ = . . . = (sq*y)*‘-’ = x2; + other terms f 0 completing the proof. 
LEMMA 3.8. If x E H4"+* is indecomposable then x22x = 0. 
Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that x E B. If x~~‘# 0 then 
iterating 3.7 gives more than k indecomposables lying in dimensions = 2 mod4, 
contradicting 2.5(u). 2.4 deals with the special case n = 0. 
LEMMA 3.9. If x E H4” is indecomposable then x2” = 0. 
Proof. Again we may assume that x E B. By 2.2 x4, = Sq2x4,-* in Q4”. So by 3.3 
(sq*X4n_2)**’ = . . . = (sq**kxg:;)* = sq*2k+‘xy_* 
and so xi: = 0 in Q(4n.22k, 2*&+’ ). Thus as x E B we conclude that x *” = 0 as required. 
3.1 now follows from 3.5, 3.8, 3.9 and 2.5(i), (iv). 
$4. BINARY LENGTH 
In this section we quote the fundamental result on Zabrodsky’s secondary 
cohomology operations and apply this to prove 4.1. 
If n is an integer then we write a(n) for the number of ones in the binary 
expansion of n. 
THEOREM~.~. IfQ"#O, thena(n+1)<3dimH*+2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that X is a Finite H-space and q: H*+ Q* is the natural 
projection. Suppose also that ai, bi are operations in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra such 
that Sq”+’ = Zaaibi. Write 5 for the unstable secondary cohomology operation asso- 
ciated with this relation. If x E H”(X; 2,) and x E fl ker bi then 
(4 C3 qM(x) = (4 63 q)(x 63 x + Z im ai) 
Proof. See [14). 
We require two Lemmas before applying 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. Sq” = (i, ” Sq(ij,. . ., i,) where ij is a power of 2 and s is at least a(n) 
for all i. , . ..I$) 
Proof. This is a consequence of the two facts that {Sq’} for j a power of 2 
generate the mod 2 Steenrod algebra (as an algebra) and secondly that if 
2’1 + . . . + 21 = n then s 2 a(n). 
An element x of H* is called primitive if V(X) = 0. PH” denotes the submodule of 
primitive elements in H”. The next Lemma uses the fact that QH* and PH* are dual 
Hopf algebras, where H* is the homology of X with Z2 coefficients. 
LEMMA 4.4. If x E PH*,+,(X; 2,) then x2 = 0. 
Proof. See Lemma 2.5 of [lo]. 
Proof of 4.1. Suppose that x is a non-zero indecomposable and that a(n + 1) 2 
3 dim H* + 2. Then by 4.3 
Sq “+’ = Z(Sq(i,, . . ., i,)Ss(j,, . . ., i,)) 
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where r 2 2 dim H* + 1 and s 3 dim H* + 1 for all i. With ai, bi being the operations in 
the brackets above it follows that biX = 0, since otherwise H”# 0 for more than 
dim H* values of m. So by 4.2 
Z$(X) = X @ X + ZSq(i,, . . ., i,)(Ui @I Ui) 
in Q @ Q. The Cartan formula shows that the term on the far right is zero and so 
Ye = x @ x in Q. Suppose that n is odd. If xl is the projection of x into Q then take 
a basis for Q containing xl. In the dual basis for PH, let 3, be the element dual to x1. 
Then by 4.4 
0 = +@I @ X,)5(x) = (a, @ X,)(1 @ 5(x) + x @ x + 5(x) @ 1) = 1 
is a contradiction, proving 4.1 when n is odd. When n is even apply 2.5. 
$5. PRIMITIVES 
The effect of 4.1 is that for sufficiently large n an indecomposable can occur in 
dimension n only if n = 2Pm + w - 1 where 0 < w < 2d and p - d is large. It will often 
be possible to deduce that such an indecomposable is primitive for dimensional or 
other reasons so in this section we look at the above situation in more detail. The 
folliwing result will be used in iterative constructions in 86. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that x, is a primitive indecomposable where n = 2Pm + w - 1, 
0 < w < 2d, w is even, m # 0 and p - d > 3 dim H* + 2. Then either 
(i) there is an indecomposable in dimension 2p-’ + w’- 1 where w’ is even and 
O< ~‘(24 or 
(ii) there is a primitive indecomposable in dimension 2Pm + w”- 1 with w” even and 
o< w < Wn<2d+‘. 
Proof. Consider the Adem relation 
sq 2d+‘Sq w~+~--z~+~ = c:z, (2’m + ;; Ti)- i - 1) sqW‘m+w-isqi. 
When evaluating binomial coefficients we use without comment the fact that if 
a = X2’ai, b = X2’bi are the binary expansions of a and b then 
0 i mod2= II ai mod2. 0 bi 
When i = 0 the binomial coefficient is 1 and when i = 1 it is 0 so the above relation 
may be written as 
sq wm+w = Sq2d+1Sq2h+w-2d+’ + zP, 2Pm + W - 2d+’ - i - 1 2 d+’ _ 2i > 
SqWm+“-iSqi 
As 2Pm + w - 2d+’ = 2”(m - 1) + (2p-’ + . . * + 2d+‘) + w it follows that cr(2Pm + w - 
2d+‘) 3 p - d > dim H* and so SqWm+w-2d+‘(x) = 0. If Sq’xf 0 for some 2 s i G 2d then 
(ii) in the statement of the Theorem holds, for the Steenrod operations map primitives 
to primitives and an odd dimensional primitive is indecomposable. Therefore we may 
assume that x lies in ker Sq’ for 2 G i c 2d. The secondary cohomology operation of 
4.2 is then defined and 
in Q @ Q. By 4.4 im aif 0 in Q” @ Q” for some i. If Sq2d+‘(u @ v) Z 0 in this 
dimension then 
dim u + dim u = 2(2Pm + w - 2” - 1) 
and so one of U, v has dimension s satisfying 
2~~ _ 1 _ (2d+’ _ w)ss<2Pm-1-(2d-w). 
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However this means that cx(s + l)zp -d since wz=2 when by 4.1 p-d< 
3 dim H* + 2, contrary to hypothesis. The conclusion is that 
scl Zpm+w-i(~ @ u) # 0 in Q” @ Q” 
for some 2 < i s 2d. If i > w then 
a(2”m+w-i)ap-dd>dimH* 
so i G w. Without loss of generality suppose that dim u 2 dim U. Then 
; (2Pm + w - 1) c dim u G i (2Pm + w + i - 2). 
If a=w-i then dimu=2P-‘m+w’-1 where (~+1)/2~w’~w-(l/2)a~w<2~. 
Finally w’ is even for otherwise an odd square applied to an even dimensional element 
would be indecomposable which is impossible by 2.3. Therefore (i) holds, proving 5.1. 
$6. THE FINAL STEPS 
The first few results are directed towards proving that the first class after a large 
gap in the cohomology of X must occur in a dimension one less than a power of 2. 
The main result required is 6.3. Firstly we quote Adams’ results on the decomposition 
of Sq*” and prove a small lemma. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that n = 2k+‘, k 2 3, u E H”(Y) and Sq*‘(u) = 0 for 0 s i G 
k. Then secondary operations @i,i are defined for 0 s i s j, j# i + 1 and @i.i(U) is 
defined for j <k. @iTi is a coset in Hq( Y) where q = m + (2’ + 2’- 1) with in- 
determinacy R*( Y; i, j). Mbreover 
Sq”(u) = xi,j;jskaijk@i,j(U) mod Ci,j;j<k&jkR*(Y; i, j) 
where the aijk are Steenrod OperutiOnS. 
Proof. See [ll. 
Let Ak =3.25k’+2. Then &33dimH*+2 by 3.1. 
LEMMA 6.2. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” s t < s, s < r < 2s, 2” divides r + 1 and 
w--mAA,,--1. ThenH’=PH’. 
Proof. Suppose that x E H’ is not primitive. Then V(X) = Zyi @ Zi is non-zero and 
without loss of generality we may take a term with dim yi 2 s and 0 < dim Zi < 2”. 
Bearing in mind that H’ = 0 for 2” < t < s we may write 
yi = Zy;aj where dim Y; 2 S, 
y; is indecomposable and 0 G dim cli < 2”. Then 
r+l=dimy;+l+dimaj+dimzi. 
So rbdimy;+lar-2”” + 1 and hence At > a(dim yi+ 1) 2 w - m, contrary to 
hypothesis. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” st<s, rzs, 2” divides r+1,‘2s> 
r + 2’ + 2”-Ak and n - m > (2Ak + k)(k + 1) + 1. Then 
‘Jq2': H'- H'+2' 
is zero. 
Proof. Suppose 6.3 does not hold and let i be the smallest integer such that 
Sq*‘(H’) # 0. Choose x E H’ so that Sqzi(x) # 0. By 6.2 x is primitive. 
Although there are a lot of inequalities to keep track of, the idea of the proof is not 
difficult. There are two cases, i large and i small. If i is small then Sq2i(x) lies in a 
dimension suitable for the application of 5.1. Case (i) cannot occur and so we have a 
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primitive in a slightly higher dimension. Continuing iteratively we construct in- 
decomposables in successively higher dimensions, in each case the jump being small 
enough to remain in the range of validity of 5.1. On the other hand if i is large we use 
6.1 to break up the Sq”. The choice of i implies that the secondary operations of 6.1 
are defined and so the conclusion is that So*! is in the image of a Steenrod 
operation. By the binary length limitation this square, Sq’, must be almost as large as 
Sq*‘. The new element this gives lies in dimension r + 2’ - 2’ and is primitive by 6.2. 
We now repeat the argument by decomposing Sq’ and once again construct more 
than k odd-dimensional indecomposables. We now give the technical details. 
Suppose firstly that i < n - Ak - k. Let r + 1 = 2%. We will construct inductively 
primitive indecomposables x0,. . ., xk such that xo = &f(x), dim Xi is odd for j = 
0 3. . ., k, and 
dim Xi-1 < dim Xi < 2”m + 2”’ - 1 = r + 2”‘. 
Suppose the above holds for some j < k. We must construct Xj+r. Now 5.1 can be 
applied to Xj with d = i + j + 1 since 
n-d=n-i-j-l>n-i-k>Ak>3dimH*+2. 
Now if (i) holds there is an indecomposable in dimension 
2n-jrn + we _ 1 < 2n-lrn + 2i+i+L _ 1 ( 2n-lrn + 2i+k _ 1 < ~“-1~ + y-4 _ 1 
= f (r + 2n-Ak - 1) < s. 
This is impossible so (ii) holds, giving the required Xi+l. We can readily see that this 
satisfies the conditions of the inductive construction, giving k + 1 odd-dimensional 
indecomposables and reducing the problem to the second case, i 2 n - A,, - k. Apply 6.1 
to the Steenrod square Sq*‘. We deduce that a non-zero square Sq’, enters Q’+*’ with 
j<i. Now 
Al,>CY(r+2i-2i+I)zi-j 
by4.1 and so jai-Ak*n-(2Ak+k). 
Applying 6.2 again proves that the new indecomposable in dimension r + 2’ - 2’ is 
primitive. We may now repeat the above argument with n replaced by n - (2Ak + k), i 
by j and r by r+ 2’ - 2’. The inequalities given in the statement of the proposition 
ensure that this argument remains valid for k iterations, giving k + 1 odd-dimensional 
indecomposables and a contradiction. 
We may now deduce the result which forms the first objective of this section. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Assume that H’# 0, H’ = 0 for 2”’ s t < r, 2”+’ 2 r > 2” and 
n - m > (2Ak + k)(k + 1) + (Ak - 2)(& + k + 1) + 2. 
The r + 1 is a power of 2 and moreover Sq’(H’) = 0 for all i. 
Proof. In order to apply 6.3 it is first necessary to show that r + 1 is divisible by a 
large power of 2. In fact we claim that if 
q=n-(Ak-2)(&+k+I)-1 
then 24 divides r + 1. For suppose otherwise. Recalling that Ly(r + 1) < Ak from 4.1 it 
follows that in the binary expansion of rt 1 there must at some point be at least 
Al, + k + 1 consecutive zeros with a 1 at either end. Thus we may write r + 1 = 2’s + w 
where 0 < w < 2d and p - d > A,, + k. From 2.3 r is odd and so w is even. Since any 
element of H’ is a primitive indecomposable we may apply 5.1, with case (i) being 
impossible here. Therefore we have a new primitive in dimension 
20s + w’ where O< w< ~‘<2~+‘. 
We may repeat the argument k times, with p - d being reduced by I each time, 
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thereby giving a contradiction. Therefore from the inequality for n - m in the 
statement of 6.4 we conclude that 2’ divides r + 1, where p > (2Ak + k)(k + 1) + 1. 
Therefore applying 6.3 gives the result that Sq’(H’) = 0 for all i. Finally we must show 
that r+ 1 is a power of 2. If it is not then 
Sq r+’ = &Jibi where bi = Sq*’ for some c. 
Choose any xf 0, x E H’. Then hi(x) = 0 for all i SO by 4.2 
v~(x) = x @ x + Z im ai 
in Q @ Q. Because of the gap below dimension r im ai is zero in H’ @ H’ and so 4.4 
gives a contradiction as usual. 
It is difficult to make further progress with the proof as we have no guarantee that 
there are non-zero Steenrod squares in H *. We therefore introduce the projective 
plane of X, denoted by PX. The construction of this space can be found in [7], where 
it is proved that there is an exact sequence 
.._+ H4(X)L H4(X A X) -& H,+‘(PX) i\ H4+‘(X)-. . . 
where X A X denotes the smash product. We have written the first map in this 
sequence as the reduced comultiplication because there is an isomorphism between 
H*(X A X) and H*(X) @ H*(X). In H*(PX) there are non-zero Steenrod opera- 
tions and the above exact sequence enables us to deduce information about H*(X). 
Another construction used in the subsequent result is the Spanier-Whitehead dual (of 
PX). Details can be found in [ 1 l] and [ 121. The main result we use is that the action of 
Sq’ in H*(D(PX)) is the vector space dual of the action of x(Sq’) in H*(PX) where x 
is the natural anti-isomorphism of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that y E H’“(PX), iy = x # 0 and that (i) Sq’: Hz”“-‘(PX)+ 
H*“+‘(PX) is zero for 1 G j < 2”. (ii) SqI(z) = 0 whenever Sq’ is a Steenrod operation of 
degree2”-2”-2b+lwhereO~a~b~n-1andb#a+1,iz#OandzEH2”(PX). 
Then n < 3. 
Proof. Suppose that n > 3. Noting that A(x @ x) = y* (see 2.4 of 1131) we see that 
if y* = 0 then x @ x E im V. However by 4.4 and the usual argument this is impossible. 
Therefore y2 = Sq*“y # 0. Now x(Sq*‘) = Sq*” + decomposables. By hypothesis (i) all 
Steenrod squares entering H*“+‘(PX) are zero. Dualising implies that all squares of length 
less than 2” vanish on Dy*. In particular 
x(Sq2’)Dy2 = Sq2”(Dy2) = Dy 
and moreover the Adams cohomology operations of 6.1 are defined. By 6.1 Dy = 
xSq’i& where Sq’ is a Steenrod operation of length 2” - 2“ - 2b + 1 for some integers 
a, b satisfying 0 G a s b G n - 1 and b # a + 1. Then y = zx(Sq’)Dzk and iy # 0, so for 
some k 
ix(Sq’)Dzk = x(Sq’)(i&) # 0 
and since the application of x does not alter the degree of a Steenrod operation we 
have a contradiction to (ii). 
The above result suffices to finish the proof if we can demonstrate that under suitable 
circumstances conditions (i) and (ii) hold. We initially attack (ii). Firstly we prove a 
Lemma similar to 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.6. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” G t < 2” - 1, y E H’(PX), 2” c r-c 2"+', 2" 
divides r and w - m > Ak. Then iy# 0. 
Proof. Suppose that iy = 0. Then 
y = Ch(Xi @ Zi) 
where, without loss of generality we may take a term with dim Xi 2 2” - 1 and 
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0 <dim Zi < 2”, and we may write Xi = Zxiai where xi is indecomposable, dim x;a 
2”- 1 and 0s dim ai (2”. Then 
dim xi = dim y - dim Zi - dim ai - 2 
so that dimy-1~dimx~+1~dimy-2”+’ + 1. Because 2” divides r we have A,, > 
cu(dim x; + 1) 2 w - m, a contradiction. 
The next proposition shows that in the situation of 6.5(ii) there is a large non-zero 
square on z. The proof is largely number theory. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” < t < 2” - 1, x E H’(PX), 2” < r < 
2 ““I, 2” divides r, w - m - 1 > Ak and a Steenrod operation of degree 2’ - (2’ + 2’ - 1) is 
non-zero on x where O<i<j<b-1 and j# i + 1. Then Sq2”(x) # 0 for some a > 
b - 2 dim (H*(PX)) + 1. 
Proof. Case 1: i = 0. Let the non-zero sequence of squares be S4(2s,. . ., 2’9. 
Then 
2ih + . . . + 24 = 2b _ 2’. 
Let F = dim (H*(PX)). If i, <j then 
h-l 2 (u(2b - 2’- 2’) = b - j, - I 
hence F 3 h 2 b - il. On the other hand if i, 2 j, then as (r(2’ - 2’) = b - j G F we once 
again conclude that i, Z= b - F and the assertion of the proposition holds. 
Case 2. i = j. Firstly we show that Sq’x = 0, using an argument already familiar 
from 6.2 and 6.6. If i(Sq’x) # 0 then this is a primitive indecomposable in dimension 
2”c when 2.3 and 4.1 give a contradiction. So suppose that i(Sq’x) = 0 and Sq’x# 0. 
Then 
Sq’X = ZA (Xi @ Zi) 
and we may take a term with xi = ZX;aj where x; is indecomposable, dim xi 2 2” - 1, 
l<dimzi<2” andOcdimaj<2” sothat 
2”~-l~dimx~+1=dimy-dimz~-dima~-l 
>dimy-2”+‘-- 1 hence cr(dim x; + 1) 3 w - m - 1 > Ak, 
a contradiction. So Sq’x = 0. Then i = j < b - 1 and i, # 0. So 
2ih + . . . + 24 = 26 _ 2j+l + 1. 
This gives h 2 a(2b - 2j+’ + 1) = b - j. If i, 2 j then i, > j 5 b - h 3 b - F. The other 
possibility is that i, G j. From 
2ih + . . . + 24 = 2b _ 2i+l_ 24 + 1 
and since i, #O we have h - 12 b-i, and i, sb-h+l>b-F+l. In any case 
i, 2 b - F + 1 and so 6.7 holds in this case. 
Case 3. 1 G i < j. Here (~(2’ - 2’ - 2’ + 1) = b - i < F so that 
2ih + . . .+2i2=,-2b-F+1_2i1 
Exactly as in case 2Sq’x =0 so il#O. Hence h - 1~ b-F-i,+ 1 and so ila 
b - 2F + 1, completing the proof of Proposition 6.7. The proof of the following result, 
which shows that (ii) of 6.5 holds under suitable conditions, employs many of the 
results in this section. 
COROLLARY 6.8. Assume that H’ =0 for 2”ct<2”--1. If n-m> 
max (2 dim H*(PX) + Ak - 1, (2Ak + k)(k + 1) + 1) then condition (ii) of 6.5 holds. 
Proof. Suppose that yH2’(PX) with iy = x# 0 and Sq’(y) # 0 with Sqr satisfying 
the conditions of (ii). Apply 6.7 with w = n = b. This gives Sq*‘(y) # 0 for some 
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izn-2F+l>m+Ak.Thenby6.6 
Sqzi(x) = iSq*‘(y) # 0 
and finally we apply 6.3 with r = s = 2” to get a contradiction. 
One preliminary Lemma, which uses an argument already employed many times in 
this section, is now all we need in order to complete the proof of the main result. 
LEMMA 6.9. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” G t < 2” - 1, 2”” 2 r 3 2” and H’(PX) Z 0. 
Thena!(r)<Ak+m+l. 
Proof. Suppose that x E H’(PX) and x # 0. If ix # 0 then ix must be indecomposable 
and so a(r) < Ak. The alternative is that 
X = ZA(Ui @ Vi). 
Then we may take a term with Ui = Cuibi where u; is indecomposable, 
dimu;22”-1,0<dimbi<2” and O<dimvi<2”. 
Fromr=dimu;+dimbi+dimvi+2weconcludethata(r)~A~+m+1. 
The proof of the following is based on 6.1 and the argument in the proof of 6.8. 
THEOREM 6.10. Assume that H’ = 0 for 2” =z t < 2” - 1 and n - 2m > 2Ak2. Then 
Sq’: H2”+‘-‘(PX) - H’“+‘(PX) 
is zero for 1 c i < 2”. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Assume that H2”(PX) # 0 and that i is the smallest 
integer such that 
Sq2’: Hz”+‘-*‘(PX) - H’“+‘(pX) 
is non-zero. Then i < n. Consider H*(DPX) where DPX is an M-dual of PX. Then 
X(&J*‘) is non-zero on HMm2”” (DPX) and every square of length less than 2’ is zero 
on this group. As x(SS*~) = Sq2i + decomposable elements we conclude that 
&2i: HM-2"+' (DPX) - H”+2’2”+‘(DPX) 
is non-zero. Apply 6.1 to this operation, noting that by 6.9 n + 1 - i = (~(2”” - 2’) < 
Ak + m + 1 so that i > n - m - Ak. The Adams secondary cohomology operations are 
defined and so a non-zero Steenrod operation of length 
2i-(2g+2h-1) Ocgshci-1 h#g+l 
enters H”+“-*“+‘(DPX). Dualising back we obtain a non-zero operation of the above 
length leaving H ““‘I-“(PX). Provided that 
i-m-l>Ak (1) 
we can use 6.7 to show that Sq’(x) # 0 for some j > i - 2F+ 1 and some x E 
H 2”“-2’(PX) where as usual F = dim H*(PX). Thus j > n - m - At - 2F. Assuming 
that 
j-m>Ak (2) 
6.6 implies that 
iSq’(x) = Sq’(ix) # 0. 
Finally if 
j-m >(2A,+k)(k+ l)+ 1 (3) 
we have a contradiction from 6.3. Finally from the exact sequence for H*(PX) we 
conclude that F s dim H*(dim H* + 1). Then we see that the inequalities (l)-(3) all 
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hold provided that 
As Al, 2 3 dim H* + 2 we see that the Theorem holds if n - 2m > 2Ak*. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let Bk = 2A: and Ck = 2”. Suppose that for some N, 
Hi = 0 for N < i s C,N but Hi# 0 for some j > CkN. Let j be the least integer greater 
than CkN such that H’f 0. By 6.4 j + 1 is a power of 2. Then by 6.8 and 6.10 
conditions (i) and (ii) of 6.5 hold. This result then gives a contradiction. Therefore for 
each N, H’f 0 for some i satisfying N G i G CkN. Therefore by 3.1 
Hi = 0 for i > (Ck)25kz 
and 1.2 is proved. 
Finally we should mention that the upper bound given here is highly extravagant, e.g. 
when k = 2 it is approximately 1010’8’8 whereas the least upper bound is known to be 14! 
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